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Zero Tolerance Policy 
 
1. Introduction 

 
As a practice we have a duty of care under the Management of Health and Safety at Work 
Regulations 1999 to protect anyone attending Castle Medical Group, whether this be patients, 
visitors, or staff. 
 
We want to ensure that anyone receiving or providing services in the practice feel that they are in 
a safe environment, treated with respect and will be supported if they are subjected to violence or 
aggression from patients, visitors, or staff. This policy defines our process on how to report an 
instance of unacceptable behaviour and how this will be addressed as zero tolerance.  
 
2. What is Unacceptable Behaviour 
 
We all have a responsibility to be respectful, polite and courteous to each other. It is never 
pleasant if you are subjected to unacceptable behaviour and this can be alarming and distressful. 
Unacceptable behaviour can come in a range of forms which has been summarised below:- 
 

Behaviour Summary Examples 

Violence 
Threatening violence, attempting 
to use force, or physically using 
force 

Touching, spitting, raising fists, punching, 
kicking, brandishing a weapon 

Aggression 
Using abusive or threatening 
language or gestures 

Swearing, derogatory sexual or racial 
remarks, shouting, banging desks 

 
3. What to do if Subjected to Unacceptable Behaviour 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stay calm, listen and empathise 
with the person

If you feel you need assistance, 
flag to a Lead or Manager, press 

your panic alarm or S1 panic 
button

If you feel you can, ask the person 
to not act or speak to you in that 

manner

If you feel you need to end the 
call or ask the person to leave, do 
so by informing them in a polite 

but firm manner

If injury or damage has occurred, 
call the Police (using 101)

Use first aid if required and 
complete an accident log, located: 

S:\HEALTH & SAFETY\Accident -
Incident Records

If the person is refusing to leave 
the practice call the Police (using 

999)

Do not attempt to remove or 
restrain them unless in extreme 

circumstance
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4. Managing Unacceptable Behaviour (Patients / Visitors) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Managing Unacceptable Behaviour (Staff) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Support for Staff 
 
For all staff we will support them following on from any unacceptable behaviour incidents that they 
have been involved in or subjected to, support available will flex depending on individuals need 
and the severity of the incident but could include:- 
 

• First aid or clinical assessment 

• Opportunity to debrief post incident 

• Counselling 

• Assistance with completion of unacceptable behaviour form or police report / statement. 

Incident reported to a 
Manager through our 
SAE reporting process

James first, then Jennie

Manager will review 
details of what happened 
with the patient / visitor

Manager will speak to 
the staff member 

concerned

Manager to review the 
seriousness of the 

incident

Manager will either deal 
with this as a learning 

incident, issue a written 
warning or start our 
disciplinary process

Patient / visitor will be 
updated on outcome of 

our review

Complete the Unacceptable 
Behaviour form located:

S:\Complaints and 
Compliments\Unacceptable 

behaviour

Report the incident to a 
Manager 

James first, then Jennie

Manager will review to see 
what happened, who was 

involved and the severity of 
the incident

If it's a first incident, an  
unacceptable behaviour letter 
will be sent to the individual 

concerned

If a second incident, individual 
will be invited to a meeting 

with the registered GP and a 
Manager to agree a way 

forward

If behaviour is deemed severe 
or continues, individual will be 

notified that there is a 
breakdown in relationship and 

asked to register at an 
alternative practice


